ENTRY INTO FORCE of amendments to annexes A and B, as amended, of the above-mentioned Agreement

The amendments were proposed by the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and circulated by the Secretary-General on 17 August 1976. They came into force on 17 February 1977, in accordance with article 14 (3) of the Agreement.

**Marginal 2703**

*Schedule 3, paragraph 1:* Delete “more than 15 g of uranium-235” and insert “more than 15 g of uranium-233, 15 g of uranium-235 or 15 g of any mixture of these radionuclides”.

*Schedule 3, paragraph 12:* After “None” add “(see, however, under 15 (c))”.

*Schedule 4, paragraph 1:* Delete the portion of the introductory sentence which follows “the table below”. Insert instead “In addition the total quantity per package of uranium-233, uranium-235, plutonium-238, plutonium-239, plutonium-241 or any mixture of these radionuclides must not exceed 15 g”.

*Schedule 5, paragraph 9 (d):* Delete “or large container” from the heading of the right hand column of the table.

*Schedule 5, paragraph 12* Under “Subsidiary labelling” add a new provision “(iii) for substances having another dangerous property, carried under full load — appropriate danger label”.

*Schedule 6, paragraph 9 (d):* Delete “or large container” from the heading of the right hand column of the table.

*Schedule 6, paragraph 12:* Add a third sentence, “Subsidiary labelling — for substances having another dangerous property, carried under full load — appropriate danger label”.

*Schedule 7, paragraph 5:* Delete “No provisions” and instead insert the non-fixed external contamination limits entry exactly as set out in Schedule 6, paragraph 5.

*Schedule 11, paragraph 2 (a) (i):* Amend the existing entry to read “Fissile substances in quantity not exceeding 15 g per package of uranium-233, uranium-235, plutonium-238, plutonium-239, plutonium-241, or any mixture of these radionuclides”.

**Marginal 3620 (d) (iii)**

The French text should agree with the English text in that the formula should end with “+ $\frac{U-233(g)}{100}$.”

**Marginal 3680 (h) (i)**

The French text should be changed from “matière exemptée” to “matière fissile exemptée”.

**Marginal 3902**

Explanation of Symbols Nos. 3 and 4. A cross-reference should be added to those already quoted under Models 3 and 4, citing Marginal 2703, Schedule 5.

---

Marginals 41 171, 42 171, 43 171, 51 171, 52 171, 61 171 and 81 171 (Classes 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 5.2, 6.1 and 8)

First paragraph should be deleted.
The figure “(2)” preceding the paragraph which is retained should be deleted.

Marginal 220 000 (2) (b)

Add the following sentence:

“If the storage batteries are situated elsewhere than under the engine bonnet they shall be secured in a case having vents and insulating inner walls.”.

*Authentic texts of the amendments: English and French.*

*Registered ex officio on 17 February 1977.*